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Abstract

Three-dimensional (3D) meshes are used intensively in distributed graphics applications where model data are

transmitted on demand to users’ terminals and rendered for interactive manipulation. For real-time rendering and high-

resolution visualization, the transmission system should adapt to both data properties and transport link characteristics

while providing scalability to accommodate terminals with disparate rendering capabilities. This paper presents a

transmission system using hybrid unequal-error-protection and selective-retransmission for 3D meshes which are encoded

with multi-resolutions. Based on the distortion-rate performance of the 3D data, the end-to-end channel statistics and the

network parameters, transmission policies that maximize the service quality for a client-specific constraint is determined

with linear computation complexity. A TCP-friendly protocol is utilized to further provide performance stability over time

as well as bandwidth fairness for parallel flows in the network. Simulation results show the efficacy of the proposed

transmission system in reducing transmission latency and providing smooth performance for interactive applications. For

example, for a fixed rendering quality, the proposed system achieves 20–30% reduction in transmission latency compared

to the system based on 3TP, which is a recently presented 3D application protocol using hybrid TCP and UDP.

r 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Internet-based multimedia applications are ex-
panding from streaming video/audio to distributed
3D graphics, driven by growing demands of various
applications such as electronic commerce, colla-
borative CAD, medical and scientific visualization,
and virtual environments. Interaction is one of the
key aspects of a distributed graphics application.
e front matter r 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved
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Most of the distributed graphics applications
require certain level of interaction with the objects
involved. Some applications such as immersive
environments and shared reality thoroughly involve
users in the interaction. Response time, which is the
latency between the user input and the response
(e.g., scenes displayed on the user’s terminal) from
the system, is one of the major considerations in
designing high-performance distributed graphics
systems. In contrast to specific 3D systems that
assume all models are locally available and are
essentially designed as stand-alone systems, distrib-
uted graphics applications often require on-demand
exchange of 3D data in a networked environment,
and impose requirements of real-time response and
.
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smooth performance over time on the interaction.
In addition, 3D data differ from general media
content for it requires rendering capability on the
user terminal. Sending the same dimension of data
to user terminals with disparate rendering capabil-
ities may result in significant difference in response
time between the different clients. Scalability of the
3D data, as well as the transmission, is therefore
desirable. All the aforementioned requirements, not
only have promoted the use of high-performance
computing systems and distributed platforms, but
also call for careful considerations on ways of
reducing transmission latency, providing scalability,
and maintaining high-resolution visualization when
network delays and random data losses are in-
volved.

Multi-resolution compression of 3D meshes
[1,16,19–21,23,24] is a partial solution to provide
scalability for 3D data. Using multi-resolution
encoders, the server can select the appropriate
resolution for a particular client according to its
quality requirement, or initially sends a coarse
representation of the 3D model to the client for
quick reconstruction and rendering, and then
transmits refinement layers which allow the client
to gradually increase model fidelity toward higher
resolutions. Although, such methods are successful
in exploring the space and time efficiency of 3D
data, higher efficiency can be accomplished by
addressing the effects of network behaviors. In
particular, to display 3D scenes on the user’s
terminal with satisfactory quality and in real time,
the impact of packet losses and transmission delays
on the decoding process need to be explored.
Typically, reliable or error-resilient transmission
can be achieved by pre-processing techniques such
as data partitioning [7,17,27], post-processing tech-
niques such as error-concealment, and network-
oriented techniques such as forward error correc-
tion [2,6,4] and retransmission techniques
[3,5,8,9,14]. All these techniques address efficient
transmission of 3D data separately. Yet an appro-
priate combination of such techniques is desired to
achieve better performance. Interaction and trade-
offs among the selected techniques need to be
investigated, taking into account the distortion-rate
performance of the 3D data and the network
characteristics.

In this paper, a hybrid mechanism of unequal-
error-protection and selective-retransmission is pro-
posed for multi-resolution meshes. Hierarchical
data batches of the multi-resolution mesh are
protected preferentially according to their distor-
tion-rate performance, network parameters, and
channel statistics estimated by the transport layer.
To minimize response time in interaction, the
proposed mechanism is designed to have linear
computational complexity. In addition, by integrat-
ing TCP-friendly congestion control into the sys-
tem, the proposed mechanism achieves smooth
performance over time as well as bandwidth fairness
for co-existing applications in the network. Simula-
tion results show the efficacy of the proposed
mechanism. For instance, compared with a recently
presented 3D application protocol referred to as
3TP [5], the proposed system achieves 20–30%
reduction in transmission latency while delivering
the same level of rendering quality.

The main contributions of the presented work are
summarized as follows:
�
 We analyze intensively the property of multi-
resolution 3D meshes and present a TCP-friendly
transmission system for multi-resolution meshes
including a novel and meaningful quality mea-
sure.

�
 Given a distortion constraint, we derive a

simplified expression (with assumptions) of the
optimal FEC code that minimizes the expected
transmission latency when combined with re-
transmissions.

�
 Observing a semi-infinite space for finding the

theoretical optimal solution, we propose an
extended steepest decent search algorithm which
quickly reaches the local optima in the solution
space.

�
 Based on the above results for quality-critical

scenarios, we further develop a time-critical
streaming algorithm which significantly decreases
the receiving distortion upon a strict delay
constraint.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The
relevant prior art that addresses channel effects in
multi-resolution mesh transmission is summarized
in the next section. Major aspects of the proposed
mesh transmission system are described in Section 3,
and Section 4 presents a detailed study of the hybrid
unequal-error-protection and selective-retransmis-
sion mechanism. Test results in simulated network
environments are given in Section 4. Finally,
Section 5 concludes the paper and summarizes
future work.
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1For those methods that do not require grouping data into

batches to achieve high compression ratio such as a wavelet-

based scheme [19], we still consider this ‘‘batched’’ organization

as a general representation of multi-resolution mesh data for two

reasons: (i) isolated refinement operations in the multi-resolution

mesh perform small and localized changes which normally do not

result in perceivable distortion, and (ii) the refinement data will
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2. Prior art

In this section, we briefly discuss transmission
systems that have been proposed in the literature
[2–9,14,17,27]. According to the adopted error-
resilient mechanism, these systems can be categor-
ized into pre-processing, error correction, and
transport-layer protocols. In MPEG-4, pre-proces-
sing-based error resiliency is achieved by data
partitioning [7,17,27], i.e., partitioning the bitstream
into segments and decoding each segment indepen-
dently. In [14], the partitions are ordered in a tree
structure according to their interdependencies and
transmitted accordingly.

Using forward error correction (FEC) in provid-
ing error resiliency to multi-resolution 3D meshes
has been investigated by AlRegib et al. [2,4,6],
where unequal-error-protection (UEP) for different
resolutions of the compressed mesh is proposed. In
[4,6], bit-allocation algorithms are presented to
distribute source and channel coding bits under a
total bit budget. The similar concept is also
exploited in this work for forward packet-loss
resilience, but our work differs from those earlier
approaches in an essential aspect: instead of solely
using FEC, the proposed solution jointly considers
forward packet-loss resilience and feedback-based
retransmission. As a result, the system supports
reliable mesh transmission and can guarantee a
certain quality level required by the application.
Moreover, the proposed mechanism determines the
optimal tradeoff between forward packet-loss re-
siliency and retransmission such that the delay is
minimal with respect to the distortion constraint.

The transport control protocol (TCP) and the
user datagram protocol (UDP) are usually used for
error-sensitive and delay-sensitive streams, respec-
tively. Recently, hybrid TCP/UDP transport proto-
cols such as 3TP have been proposed to stream 3D
models [3,5,9]. The general idea is to send important
data reliably using TCP and the remaining, less
important, data using UDP. In spite of the
effectiveness of these algorithms, they do not fully
explore the space or time efficiency of the lossy
channel as they utilize solely feedback-based re-
transmission without considering its interaction
with error control coding. In addition, rate control
is not considered when using UDP, which makes the
application irresponsive to congestion and unfair-
ness to other streams in the network. The lack of a
rate control mechanism also results in large varia-
tion of the transmission throughput, and therefore,
of the receiving quality over time. Finally, an
essential difficulty of using hybrid TCP and UDP
is the synchronization between the two transport
associations. In contrast to the hybrid TCP/UDP
transport protocols, the transmission mechanism
proposed in this paper employs a unified transport
layer, and regulates data retransmission at the
application level. Transmission latency is further
reduced by incorporating unequal error protection
with retransmission. A TCP-friendly rate control
protocol is implemented in the presented transmis-
sion system, which provides both smoothness and
responsiveness to the application.

3. System overview

In this section, we provide an overview on the 3D
mesh transmission system that is under considera-
tion, and introduce the most important system
parameters. As can be seen in Fig. 1, the proposed
system has three major components: a 3D mesh
codec, a hybrid unequal-error-protection and selec-
tive-retransmission mechanism at the application
level (UEP/SR), and a transport protocol integrated
with TCP-friendly rate control (TFRC). Next, we
briefly describe the system components and the
corresponding parameters. Toward the end of the
section, we present a simulation environment which
will be used to test the performance of the proposed
system.

3.1. The codec component

The 3D mesh codec implemented in the present
work closely follows the compressed progressive

mesh algorithm proposed by Pajarola and Ros-
signac [21] although the proposed transmission
system is general enough to incorporate other
multi-resolution compression methods, as will be
discussed later in this section. A compressed mesh
stream is composed of a base mesh, M0, and L

enhancement batches, fBigi¼1;...;L, each of which
encodes a set of vertex-split [16] operations which
transfer the triangulated mesh surface to a higher
resolution.1 Sequentially, batch Bi refines the
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Fig. 1. The proposed transmission system consists of three components.
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resolution of mesh Mi�1 to higher resolution Mi

until the full resolution is reached. Each resolution
Mi, differs from the full resolution mesh by certain
error (distortion), Di, with a certain bit-rate, Ri. A
measure of such distortion that properly reflects the
perceptual quality of different resolutions is im-
portant. In this paper, we measure such distortion
by introducing a metric with a similar formulation
to the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) which is
commonly used in imaging. In particular, for a
mesh with multiple resolutions fMigi¼0;...;L where
M0 is the base mesh and ML is the full resolution,
we define the quality of mesh Mi as

PSNRm920 log10
EmaxðM0;MLÞ

ErmsðMi;MLÞ
(dB), (1)

where EmaxðÞ and ErmsðÞ are the measured maximum
and root-mean-square surface distances between the
corresponding pairs of meshes, respectively. Details
on this metric are given in Appendix A. These
distances can be calculated using the fast Metro tool
[10] in practice. In addition, an empirical study
presented in [26] and our further discussion in
Appendix A show that using this PSNR-like metric
has the following advantages: (i) it provides mean-
ingful measurement on visual quality of different
resolutions, (ii) it normalizes the distance and
provides unified quantities for describing quality
of multiple models that are in the same 3D scene but
(footnote continued)

eventually be packetized when they are transmitted over the

network.
with different coordinate grids, and (iii) the
numerical range of the metric is close to that of
PSNR in imaging, which brings convenience for
evaluating the quality of 3D models based on
human’s subjective experience. These aspects are
generally important for quality control in graphics
applications and are especially vital for applications
that involve users in distributed and interactive 3D
presentations.

For a compressed multi-resolution mesh, trans-
formation from a coarser representation to a finer
resolution includes decoding two parts of informa-
tion: connectivity and geometry. Connectivity in-
formation encodes the cut-edges for performing
vertex-split operations, which refine the topology of
the mesh surface on the contrary of edge-collapses
[16]; geometric data record the position of the
collapsed vertex, and is compressed using vertex
prediction followed by entropy coding for the
prediction error [21]. If the connectivity is not
decodable because of information loss, the trans-
formation will stop because the vertex-split process
cannot continue without knowing the cut-edges. On
the other hand, it is not the case when any geometry
information is missing because geometry contains
only prediction errors of vertex positions, which do
not prevent the decoding process from proceeding
to the next level but introduce additional distortion.
It should be mentioned that in a wavelet-based mesh
compression scheme such as [18,19], all connectivity
information except for the coarsest representation is
eliminated by converting the input mesh to a semi-
regular mesh before compression, in which case only
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vertex-position data are encoded in the enhance-
ment bitstream.

For the codec using edge-collapse and vertex-split
as basic operations, both connectivity and geometry
are included in enhancement batches. Intuitively,
one may consider that connectivity information is
more important than geometry and should be
treated differently in transmission. However,
our empirical study (Appendix B) shows that,
because of error propagation, decoding connectivity
without refining geometry tends to amplify the
geometric error and results in degradation instead
of improvement on visual quality. In other words,
although connectivity and geometry have different
impacts on the decoding process for the multi-
resolution mesh, they are equally important in the
sense of preserving visual quality. Therefore, while
unequal error resilience is desired for different data
batches from an optimal quality point of view
regarding their unequal rate-distortion perfor-
mance, information encoded within a batch should
be treated in a unified manner. Importantly, this
fact provides generality to the proposed system to
incorporate all 3D model codecs that are either
based on edge-collapse/vertex-split operations or
wavelets.

In all present multi-resolution mesh coding
schemes, the base mesh M0 has both connectivity
and geometry information and has to be correctly
received or the rendering process will not be able
to start (infinite distortion), while it in general
has a fairly small fraction (1–2% or less) of
the entire bitstream. Regarding this, to simplify
notation (avoid differentiating the base mesh
and the enhancement batches), and for the ease
of performance presentation (avoid presenting
infinite distortion), in the rest of the paper we
assume that a coarse representation has been
received by the client through a reliable channel,
and focus our discussion on the transmission of
enhancement data.

3.2. The transmission component

The L enhancement batches, fBigi¼1;...;L, have
different rate-distortion performance and are trea-
ted intelligently to achieve the best quality. In this
paper, best quality is interpreted as either minimized
transmission latency t under a distortion constraint
Dmax or minimized decoding distortion Dd within a
limited time frame tmax. Given network statistics
reported by the transport layer, the sending
application protects the batches with unequal-rate
forward error correction (FEC) codes and/or
retransmission according to their respective costs,
and determines the optimal tradeoff that minimizes
the transmission delay t under the constraint of
Dmax or vice versa. This hybrid unequal-error-
protection and selective retransmission mechanism
(UEP/SR) is the core contribution of this work. To
illustrate, consider the situation where a distortion
constraint Dmax is imposed. A set of w batches,
fB1;B2; . . . ;Bwg, are selected under a criterion that
their overall bit-rate is minimal while their resulting
resolution has a distortion level below the con-
straint, i.e., DdpDmax. According to the discussion
in Section 3.1, these selected batches need to be
reliably transmitted, or the decoding distortion of
the received mesh will not be satisfied (if any batches
among the selected ones are not correctly received,
sending higher batches would not help decreasing
the decoding distortion). Moreover, instead of
solely using feedback-based retransmission to
achieve reliable transmission, unequal-rate FEC
codes are concurrently used to reduce the potential
retransmission cost, and computation is performed
to find the optimal FEC codes that minimize
the expected transmission delay, EðtÞ, with the
condition that undecodable batches among the
selected ones will be retransmitted. Detailed discus-
sion on the transmission mechanism is presented in
Section 4.

The Reed–Solomon (RS) code is employed for
FEC. We assume an ðn; kÞ RS code with a block size
of n packets (i.e., n� packet�size symbols) including
k ðkonÞ information packets (code rate k=n).
Considering a lossy channel, an RS code with ðn�
kÞ parity-check packets will be able to recover the
same number of packet losses. Hence the error
probability of a batch using RS code ðn; kÞ is

Pðn; kÞ ¼ Prf4ðn� kÞ losses out of ng. (2)

If the random packet loss is modeled by a Bernoulli
process, for example, it is easy to get

Pðn; kÞ ¼ 1� Prfpðn� kÞ losses out of ng

¼ 1�
Xn�k

i¼0

n

i

 !
pið1� pÞn�i, ð3Þ

where p is the packet-loss rate. Similarly, the
calculation of (2) can be performed for more
sophisticated channel models, for which a few
results have been found in the literature. For a
two-state Markov channel model, for example, one
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may refer to the derivation presented in [15]. As will
be shown in Section 4, such results can be easily
integrated in the computation of transmission
decisions, and the simulation results show that even
the simple approximation (3) performs fairly well
with the proposed algorithms.

3.3. The transport layer

UDP streams suffer from the lack of congestion
control mechanism that prevents them from being
reasonably fair2 when competing for bandwidth
with TCP-based traffic, as TCP throttles its
transmission rate against the network congestion.
A TCP-friendly system should regulate its data
sending rate according to the network condition,
typically expressed in terms of the packet size s, the
round-trip time r, and the packet-loss rate p. Ideally,
the TCP throughput equation is suitable in describ-
ing the steady-state sending rate of a TCP-friendly
flow [11]:

T ¼
s

r
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2p=3

p
þ 4rð3

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3p=8

p
Þpð1þ 32p2Þ

, (4)

where a recommended choice of the retransmission
timeout, tRTO ¼ 4r, has already been integrated.

A TFRC protocol based on Eq. (4) has been
specified in [13]. TFRC is a receiver-based mechan-
ism designed for applications that use a fixed packet
size and vary their sending rate in packets per
second in response to congestion. The receiver
periodically (once per round-trip time) sends feed-
back reports to the sender, containing the informa-
tion that allows the sender to adjust its sending rate.
Rate control using TFRC provides bandwidth
fairness for parallel flows in the network as well as
network stability, thus avoiding congestion collapse.
In addition, TFRC’s rate fluctuation is much lower
than TCP, making it more appropriate for stream-
ing applications that desire constant receiving
quality. The TFRC implemented in the proposed
mesh transmission system is slightly modified so
that each data packet is acknowledged by the
receiver [22]. The ACKs are used to infer the
round-trip time and detect packet losses in order to
perform selective retransmission for undecodable
batches.
2A flow is ‘‘reasonably fair’’ if its sending rate is generally

within a factor of two of the sending rate of a TCP flow under the

same condition [13].
3.4. Simulation environment

In this section, we present a simulation environ-
ment on which all our reported results will be based.

(1) Network environment: Simulation in this paper
is performed using ns-2 [25]. Fig. 2 shows the
simulated topology. The link between R1 and R2 is
the bottleneck and the bandwidth is shared by f

parallel flows. Random early detection (RED) [12]
gateways are deployed at R1 and R2 to improve
both fairness and performance of the flows. All the
parameters are listed in Table 1.

(2) Test models: Simulation results, unless other-
wise noted, are obtained using the following models
(courtesy of Cyberware, Inc): HORSE (39 698 faces),
DINOSAUR (28 096 faces), VENUS HEAD (67 170
faces), and BALLJOINT (68 530 faces). All the models
are quantized with 12 bits3 and are encoded to
generate 10 enhancement batches. Their rate-dis-
tortion performance is plotted in Fig. 3.
4. The proposed transmission mechanism

In a hybrid TCP/UDP protocol as reviewed in
Section 2, transmission latency is reduced by using
UDP while distortion is reduced by TCP, i.e.,
feedback-based retransmission. Error control cod-
ing is an alternative to retransmission to improve
the channel utilization and provide quality control.
Although information theory has shown that sole
use of feedback or error control coding can achieve
the channel capacity, real systems often have
constraints that invalidate ideal assumptions and
call for joint considerations on both approaches.
Typically, there are many situations where the
receiving application has a maximally allowed level
on either the transmission latency or the rendering
distortion. In such cases, retransmission and error
control coding should be treated intelligently so that
the lowest distortion level or the minimum trans-
mission latency is obtained while satisfying the
corresponding constraint. In this section, we study
in detail the hybrid unequal-error-protection and
selective-retransmission mechanism for multi-reso-
lution meshes. This proposed mesh transmission
3In general, using 12–14 bits for quantizing 3D models with

moderate dimensions introduces invisible distortion [21]. It is

worthwhile to be pointed out, however, that the test models and

the quantization parameter herein are selected for the illustration

purpose. Our proposed transmission mechanism has no depen-

dency on these parameters.
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Table 1

Summary of simulation parameters

Packet size 1000/500bytes

ACK size 40 bytes

Bottleneck delay 40ms

Bottleneck bandwidth 1Mbps

Bandwidth of side links 10Mbps

Delay of side links 10ms

Simulation duration 100–200 s

TCP window 20

RED parameters

Min threshold 5 packets

Max threshold 0.5*buffer size

Buffer size 1000 packets

q_weight 0.002

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
x 104
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35

40
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Fig. 3. Rate-distortion performance for four test models.
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Fig. 2. Simulation topology in ns-2. There are totally f parallel flows sharing the bottleneck bandwidth. All the background traffic is FTP

traffic transmitted over TCP.
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mechanism is referred to as REP (retransmission
and error protection) hereafter.

4.1. Distortion-constrained transmission

We first look at the problem of minimizing the
transmission latency with a given distortion con-
straint, Dmax. For a multi-resolution mesh stream, if
a lower batch is not decoded correctly, perceptual
quality cannot be improved by decoding higher
batches. Henceforth, satisfying Dmax is equivalent to
selecting the least number of batches that need to be
transmitted reliably. Denoted by w, this least
number of batches is expressed as

w ¼ minfxjDdðxÞpDmaxg, (5)

where DdðxÞ denotes the decoding distortion of the
first x batches.

Once the number of selected batches is deter-
mined, the challenge is to find the optimal tradeoff
between forward error protection and retransmis-
sion such that the user-requested distortion level can
be satisfied with minimum transmission latency. To
do so, an optimal distribution of parity-check
packets for the selected batches is computed, taking
into account their unequal rate-distortion perfor-
mance and potential retransmission costs. The
selected data are then protected with the
corresponding parity-check packets, and is trans-
mitted (with possible retransmissions) until the
batches are correctly decoded. A simple illustration
of this transmission mechanism is presented in
Fig. 4, where w batches are selected to be reliably
transmitted with a calculated distribution of the
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Fig. 4. A simple demonstration on the proposed hybrid UEP/SR method, where the packets marked with ‘RS’ are parity-check packets

and ‘*’ indicates packet losses during transmission. Batch 2 is retransmitted because it is among the selected w batches and has not been

correctly received.
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parity-check packets (noted with ‘RS’). Packets
marked with ‘�’ indicate the losses occurred during
transmission. As depicted in Fig. 4, Batch 2 is not
decodable due to packet losses and is retransmitted
in order to satisfy the distortion constraint. After
the w batches are correctly received, the remaining
data are transmitted (with or without error resi-
lience, provided that the requested distortion level
has been met).

Using sw and cw to represent the vectors
(with length w) of source and parity-check
packets, respectively, for the selected w batches,
the expectation of the transmission latency t is
given as

Eðtjsw; cwÞ ¼ Eðtsw þ tcw þ tRjsw; cwÞ

¼ Eðtsw þ tcw jsw; cwÞ þ EðtRjsw; cwÞ, ð6Þ

where Eð Þ represents the probabilistic expectation,
and tR denotes the total latency incurred by
retransmission; tsw , tcw denote the transmission costs
for all the source and parity-check packets, respec-
tively, in the selected batches, i.e.,

tsw ¼ jssw j ¼
Xw
i¼1

ssw ðiÞ and tcw ¼ jscw j ¼
Xw
i¼1

scwðiÞ,

where ssw ðiÞ and scw ðiÞ correspond to the transmis-
sion cost for the ith batch. Given the RS codes
ðsw; cwÞ, the packet-loss rate p and the round-trip
time r, the steady-state transmission throughput T is
described by Eq. (4), and ssw , scw can be considered
as constant-value vectors. With the notations s0 ¼
ðssw þ scw Þ and t0 ¼ tsw þ tcw ¼ js0j ¼ 1 � s0, we have
Eðtsw þ tcw jsw; cwÞ ¼ Eðt0Þ, and Eq. (6) is further
expressed as

Eðtjsw; cwÞ ¼ Eðt0Þ þ EðtRjsw; cwÞ

¼ js0j þ Pðsw þ cw; cwÞ � ½s0 þ EðsRjsw; cwÞ�

¼ 1 � s0 þ Pðsw þ cw; cwÞ � s0

þ P2ðsw þ cw; cwÞ � s0 þ � � �

þ Pnðsw þ cw; cwÞ � s0 þ � � �

¼
1

1� Pðsw þ cw; cwÞ
� s0. ð7Þ

Note that in (7), EðtRjsw; cwÞ was expanded as a
summation of recursive retransmission costs multi-
plied by the corresponding probabilities, with an
assumption that all processing cost upon data loss is
ignorable. Pðsw þ cw; cwÞ is the vector of batch error
probabilities with each element computed according
to (2), and Pnðsw þ cw; cwÞ is defined as

Pnðsw þ cw; cwÞ ¼ Pðn�1Þðsw þ cw; cwÞ

� Pðsw þ cw; cwÞ; n41.

The optimal distribution of parity-check packets,
cwopt, is then given by

cwopt ¼ argmin
cw

Eðtjsw; cwÞ. (8)

Eqs. (7)–(8) with (5) provide the theoretical
solution to the problem. Yet an operational solution
should also take into account the computation
complexity as exhaustive search will not be feasible
(the choice of cw in (8) is arbitrary and therefore the
solution space is not a close space). To accommo-
date real-time applications, a generalized steepest

decent algorithm is used in this work to find
the optimal (or a possibly suboptimal) solution.
This fast algorithm starts with cw ¼ ;, i.e., no
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because of the regulation by RED gateways and the rate control

mechanism.
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parity-check packets are added at the initial point.
At each iteration, the algorithm adds one more
parity-check packet to either one of the w batches,
which results in w possibilities. It then finds amongst
the one that decreases the expected delay Eðtjsw; cwÞ
the most, or stops the computation if Eðtjsw; cwÞ
increases for all cases, where Eðtjsw; cwÞ is calculated
using (7). Fig. 5 presents a simple illustration on this
fast algorithm. The double-circled nodes indicate
the searching path of the steepest decent algorithm,
which have smaller expected transmission delays
than their parents and siblings; the solid one
represents the optimal operating point that has the
minimum expected transmission delay, meaning
that all its descendants (skipped in the plot) have
larger expected delays. To simplify notation, the
source vector sw is ignored in Fig. 5 and only the
vector of parity-check packets is indicated. From
Fig. 5, it is apparent that the steepest decent
algorithm has a linear computational complexity
OðK � wÞ, or more generally, OðK � LÞ, where K is the
total number of parity-check packets that are added
(the depth of the tree) and L is the number of
generated batches (the maximum width of the tree).

Fig. 6 presents a further illustration of the
algorithm. For the HORSE model (with 10 batches),
it shows the computed minimum expected transmis-
sion delay with respect to the total number of
parity-check packets that are added to the batches.
In the computation, the packet size, the packet-loss
rate, and the round-trip time are set to be
s ¼ 500 bytes, p ¼ 2%, and r ¼ 100ms, respectively.
As can be seen in Fig. 6, adding parity-check
packets at the beginning quickly decreases the
expected transmission delay, which reaches a mini-
mal at a certain point (K ¼ 9 in this case). There-
after, adding more parity-check packets gradually
increases the expected transmission latency, imply-
ing that the additional transmission for sending
parity-check packets has exceeded the potential
retransmission cost.

To study the performance of the algorithm for
different network conditions, we compute the
optimal number of parity-check packets with
respect to various packet-loss rates4 and for
different models. The results are shown in Fig. 7.
The total number of parity-check packets that are
needed for the minimum expected transmission
delay is plotted with the packet-loss rate varying
from 1% to 15%. As one may expect, when the
network becomes heavily congested (higher packet-
loss rates), the retransmission cost increases, and
Fig. 7 shows that more parity-check packets are
needed to minimize the expected transmission
latency. An approximately linear relation is ob-
served between the number of parity-check packets
(K) and the packet-loss rate (p), which implies that
the computation complexity is linearly increased as
the packet-loss rate gradually increases, according
to the expression OðK � LÞ. In Fig. 7, it is noted that
the VENUS HEAD model requires more parity-check
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packets (larger K) than the HORSE and DINOSAUR

models with the same packet-loss rate, simply
because its batches are encoded with larger
sizes. In general, batch sizes can be reduced while
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a higher number of resolutions (larger L) will occur
with potential loss/reduction in compression
efficiency [23].

We now present simulation results of the pro-
posed hybrid mechanism (REP) for distortion-
constrained transmission, and compare it with the
3TP [5]. For fair comparison, in 3TP, we replace
UDP with TFRC so the transport layer of 3TP is
also TCP-friendly. Thus, in both REP and 3TP, the
remaining data other than the selected batches are
transmitted under the same mechanism, i.e., sole
TFRC–UDP without FEC or retransmission. For
this sake, in our presented results, we compare only

the transmission delays for the batches that are
selected to be transmitted reliably under a given
distortion constraint, and are treated differently in
3TP and REP (in particular, 3TP uses TCP and
REP uses hybrid UEP/SR).

Fig. 8(a)–(d) plots the transmission delay with
respect to different numbers of batches that are
selected to be reliably transmitted, determined upon
the distortion constraint. The delay results have
been averaged over all received meshes during the
simulation period. The number of parallel flows in
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the network is set to be f ¼ 12, which results in a
moderate network congestion situation as reflected
by the measured packet-loss rate (p � 6–7%). The
packet sizes are s ¼ 1000 bytes for Fig. 8(a) and (b)
and s ¼ 500 bytes for Fig. 8(c) and (d), respectively.
As can be seen from these plots, REP considerably
reduces the transmission latency compared to 3TP.
Specifically, when the full resolution model is
required by the receiving application, all the
enhancement batches need to be reliably trans-
mitted ðw ¼ 10Þ. Simply, 3TP returns to be sole TCP
in this case. In contrast, REP still achieves
substantial delay reduction by using hybrid UEP/
SR. For example, in Fig. 8(a) and (b) where the
packet size is s ¼ 1000 bytes, 27% reduction in the
average delay is observed for the HORSE model and
25% is observed for the VENUS HEAD model.

In Figs. 8(a)–(d), it is observed that as the portion
of reliably transmitted data becomes smaller (i.e.,
smaller w), which corresponds to a lower constraint
on decoding distortion, the performance of REP
gradually merges to 3TP. This behavior is antici-
pated because as the distortion constraint is
lowered, both mechanisms transmit most of the
data using TFRC–UDP without FEC or retrans-
mission. Yet, considering a distributed online
presentation of 3D scenes, a small reduction in the
average delay provided by REP may still result in
significant improvement on overall performance
when a number of 3D meshes are transmitted on
demand.

In Fig. 9, variation of the average delay for
different network congestion situations is investi-
gated. Suppose an upper bound of the decoding
distortion, DmaxX36 dB, is requested for the models
to be rendered. To satisfy Dmax, w ¼ 7–9 enhance-
ment batches5 are selected to be reliably transmitted
according to Eq. (8) and Fig. 3. Fig. 9(a)–(d)
presents the delay results of REP and 3TP for the
selected batches for the test models. It is shown that
REP outperforms 3TP under most of the network
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conditions, and the gain is especially significant
when the network encounters moderate or heavy
congestion (fX6 in the figures). For the network
with light traffic load ðfp4Þ, REP and 3TP perform
similarly. When only two flows exist in the network
and the packet size is s ¼ 1000 bytes (Fig. 9(c) and
(d)), one may note that 3TP provides slightly better
results than REP. This is resulted from TCP’s
advantage of quick adaptation to the changes in
available bandwidth compared with TFRC [13].
4.2. Delay-constrained transmission

So far, we detailed the proposed mechanism for
distortion-constraint applications. In this part, we
consider a time-critical situation where a delay
constraint tmax is imposed by the application and a
minimum decoding distortion is desired. A hybrid
TCP/UDP protocol is not suitable for this problem
because of the automatic retransmission behavior of
TCP. Although having the application conserva-
tively sends a small portion of data via TCP and the
remainder via UDP may possibly satisfy the delay
constraint, it is difficult to perform the conservative

selection in TCP because it halves the transmission
rate in response to a single packet drop, which
results in frequent abrupt changes in throughput. In
contrast, TFRC has lower variation of throughput
over time [13], making it favorable in the delay-
constraint application that is under consideration.

Utilizing the smooth sending rate variations in
TFRC, we have developed in REP an operational
algorithm with low computation complexity for
delay-constrained transmission. In particular, for a
given time frame, the algorithm selects the max-
imum number of batches to transmit provided that
their minimum expected transmission latency does
not exceed the allowable time frame. The minimum
expected transmission latency is achieved by finding
the optimal tradeoff between UEP and retransmis-
sion, and is computed using the proposed steepest
decent algorithm as shown in the previous subsec-
tion. We consider the selected data (with the
corresponding RS codes) as a greedy conservative

solution at each transmission opportunity. After
sending the selected source data and the corre-
sponding parity-check packets, the server updates
its sending buffer according to the feedback. The
same procedure is repeated before all the batches
are correctly received or the deadline has been
reached.
We denote the source bit-rate of the L batches by
vector s, and use sðiÞ, tðiÞ to represent the source
vector and the time instant for ith transmission
opportunity, respectively. Major steps of the algo-
rithm are then presented as follows:

(i) i ¼ 0, sð0Þ ¼ s, tð0Þ ¼ 0;
(ii) i ¼ i þ 1;

(iii) update sði�1Þ to sðiÞ by removing those batches
that have been acknowledged;

(iv) if tði�1Þotmax, find ðw; c
ðiÞ
woptÞ such that the

following conditions are satisfied:

1pwpL;

EðtðiÞjsðiÞw ; c
ðiÞ
woptÞoa � ðtmax � tði�1ÞÞ; 0oap1;

if woL; then EðtðiÞjsðiÞwþ1; c
ðiÞ
wþ1;optÞ4a � ðtmax � tði�1ÞÞ;

8>><
>>:

(9)

where c
ðiÞ
wopt ¼ argmin

c
ðiÞ
w

EðtjsðiÞw ; c
ðiÞ
w Þ is given by

Eqs. (7)–(8);

(v)send ðsðiÞw þ c
ðiÞ
woptÞ using TFRC;

(vi) if tmax has not been reached, set tðiÞ with the
current time; REDO (ii).

Note that in step (iii), w 2 ½1;L� is the maximum

number of batches with corresponding RS codes
ðsðiÞw ; c

ðiÞ
woptÞ whose expected transmission latency falls

within the remaining time frame, ðtmax � tði�1ÞÞ,
multiplied by a fraction factor a. Ideally, we have
a ¼ 1:0 given that smooth transmission throughput
is provided by TFRC, in which case satisfaction of
(9) can be considered as the greediest conservative
selection of data that is to be sent. In practice, amay
be chosen to be close (but not equal) to 1.0 for first
few transmissions in order for the application to be
more robust to abrupt drops of data sending rate
occurred during transmission, thus avoiding large
variation of the decoding distortion among received
3D models. The particular choice of the factor a is a
design issue. In our simulation, we have found that
a simple choice with a ¼ 0:8 for the initial transmis-
sion ði ¼ 1Þ and a ¼ 1:0 for the rest transmissions
ði41Þ works fairly well.

Performance of the above algorithm has been
investigated compared with a heuristic mechanism
that is also based on TFRC. It utilizes the time
frame maximally by performing a simple scheme:
the maximum number of batches that satisfy the
timing condition are first selected based on the
transmission throughput; the remaining time slot (if
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any) is then filled with the first few batches that have
the least bit-rate but are generally most important.
Pseudo-code of this simple filling algorithm (FA) is
shown in the following, where T is the transmission
throughput and RðwÞ denotes the total bit-rate of w
batches, fB1;B2; . . . ;Bwg.

while totmax and swa; do
find the maximum w 2 ½1;L� s.t. RðwÞ

T
ptmax � t;

send sw ¼ fB1;B2; . . . ;Bwg using TFRC;

t ¼ tþ RðwÞ
T
;

end while

Simulation results are presented in Figs. 10
and 11, where the number of parallel flows in the
simulated network is set to be f ¼ 12 (moderate
traffic load) and the packet size is s ¼ 500 bytes.
Fig. 10(a)–(d) plot the decoding distortion averaged
over all received meshes with respect to various
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Fig. 10. Average decoding distortion of received meshes for various dela

flows is f ¼ 12, the packet size is s ¼ 500bytes, and the resulting packet

(d) BALLJOINT.
delay constraints, i.e., different tmax. One can see
that REP greatly improves the decoding quality
within the same time frame compared to the FA
algorithm. In addition, as tmax increases, the
decoding quality provided by REP quickly arises,
whereas for FA, the resulting effect is observed to be
unpredictable. It is a natural consequence of
random losses as in the heuristic scheme, all the
enhancement batches, except those few ones that are
used to fill the remaining time slot, are treated
equally without error resilience.

In Fig. 11, we trace the decoding distortion of
every received HORSE or VENUS HEAD mesh for
two individual cases: (a) and (b) tmax ¼ 2 s, and (c)
and (d) tmax ¼ 7 s. The (blue) triangles marked
curve denotes the PSNRm values of decoded
meshes in REP, while the (red) circles marked
corresponds to the FA mechanism. As expected,
REP has much lower variation of the decoding
quality in addition to a lower average distortion
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-loss rate is p ¼ 5:5%. (a) HORSE; (b) VENUS HHEAD; (c) DINOSAUR;
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level (higher PSNRm) than FA. Difference in the
average quality is especially significant when larger
transmission latency is allowed. For example, in
Fig. 11(c) and (d), REP provides a median-level
quality of 39.68 dB (for HORSE) or 37.76 dB (for
VENUS HEAD), whereas FA has only 29.07 or
28.35 dB, correspondingly. Such difference in the
average quality has actually been shown in Fig. 10.
For the test models, average quality near to 40 dB is
typically observed for REP when tmax ¼ 7–10 s,
with a 10 dB or higher gain over the comparing
heuristic. The perceptual quality difference of the
rendered models is as significant as reflected by the
quantities, captured by Fig. 12(a)–(d). All the above
results, along with those presented in Section 4.1,
have verified REP a successful transmission me-
chanism for streaming 3D meshes over a lossy
network.
5. Conclusions and future work

We have proposed a hybrid unequal-error-pro-
tection and selective retransmission mechanism
(REP) for streaming multi-resolution meshes over
lossy networks with a goal of reducing response
time and improving rendering quality in interaction
for distributed graphics applications. In particular,
to minimize the transmission latency under a
distortion constraint, a portion of multi-resolution
mesh data is selected to be reliably transmitted.
Then, the best tradeoff between forward packet-loss
resilience and retransmission is calculated in linear
time using a steepest decent algorithm. To maximize
rendering quality within a limited time frame, we
developed an operational algorithm which has its
core based on the proposed steepest decent algo-
rithm. These algorithms have low computational
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Fig. 12. Rendering quality near to 40 dB is obtained by REP when tmax ¼ 7–10 s, with a 10 dB or higher gain compared with the simple

heuristic (FA) under the same situation.
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complexity, making them attractive for distributed
graphics applications.

TCP-friendly rate control (TFRC) is integrated in
REP, which regulates the data sending rate in
response to network congestion so that REP fairly
competes for bandwidth with co-existing applica-
tions in the network. In addition, because TFRC
has much lower variation of throughput over time
than TCP, it is a favorable mechanism for REP to
achieve smooth performance in interaction in time-
critical situations.

REP is a network-oriented approach. It appro-
priately selects the transport and application layer
techniques including TCP-friendly rate control,
forward error protection, and feedback-based re-
transmission, and finds an optimal combination of
them according to the characteristics of compressed
meshes and the lossy channel. Pre- or post-proces-
sing methods such as data partitioning or error
concealment are not included at this stage. While
these techniques can be incorporated relatively
independently (for example, the data partitioning
technique provides error resilience by dividing a 3D
scene/model into components, each of which can be
encoded, transmitted, and decoded separately fol-
lowing the same process presented in the paper),
exploration on their integration with the network-
oriented approach is expected to further improve
service quality for distributed graphics applications.

As yet, REP assumes that packet losses are
primarily caused by buffer overflow (congestion) in
wired networks. For streaming over wireless links
where packets can be corrupted by channel errors at
the physical layer, packet losses caused by bit errors
should be considered. Not only rate control needs to
be elaborated accordingly, but also an accurate model
of the packet-loss process becomes important. Further-
more, the feedback channel is also error-prone because
of the fading effect, which complicates the process of
finding optimal transmission decisions. All these
features are to be addressed to improve the perfor-
mance for streaming 3D data over wireless channels.

Appendix A. Measuring distortion for multi-

resolution meshes

The error between a simplified mesh surface S1

and its original S0 is generally defined as the
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Fig. 13. An example when the Hausdorff (maximum) distance fails to reflect the quality degradation of different resolutions: (a) full

resolution; (b) Emn ¼ 0:28, Erms ¼ 0:18, H ¼ 7:69; (c) Emn ¼ 0:42, Erms ¼ 0:36, H ¼ 7:69.

6Human ratings and naming times are two subjective measures

widely used in the experimental sciences of visual fidelity.
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distance between corresponding sections of the
meshes. Given a point v and a surface S, the
distance eðv;SÞ is defined as

eðv;SÞ ¼ min
v02S

dðv; v0Þ,

where dðÞ is the Euclidean distance between two
points in E3. The one-sided distance between two
surfaces S0, S1 is then defined as

EmaxðS1;S0Þ ¼ max
v2S1

eðv;S0Þ. (10)

Note that this definition of distance is not sym-
metric, i.e., EmaxðS0;S1ÞaEmaxðS1;S0Þ in general.
The Hausdorff distance is a two-sided distance
obtained by taking the maximum of EmaxðS0;S1Þ

and EmaxðS1;S0Þ, i.e., HðS1;S0Þ ¼ maxfEmax

ðS1;S0Þ;EmaxðS1;S0Þg. It has been observed though
that the two one-sided distances usually have close
numerical measures. In our definition, we preferably
use (10) concerning that S0 is the full-resolution
mesh and S1 is its simplified representation.

Similarly, the mean distance Emn is defined as the
surface integral of the distance divided by the area
of S1:

EmnðS1;S0Þ ¼
1

S1

Z
S1

eðv;S0Þds. (11)

And the root-mean-square summary Erms squares
each of the summed distances before normalization:

ErmsðS1;S0Þ ¼
1

S1

Z
S1

e2ðv;S0Þds

� �1=2

. (12)

All the above three error measures, i.e., (10)–(12),
can be computed using the Metro tool [10], and are
empirically verified in [26] successful predictors of
visual quality as judged by human ratings and
naming times.6 In our experiments, we have
confirmed that the mean and the mean-squared
summaries properly measure the quality degrada-
tion of different resolutions for a multi-resolution
mesh. However, it is noted that the maximum
distance (or the Hausdorff distance), although
commonly used in the literature, may not
reflect the quality difference of consecutive levels
properly. For example, a coarser resolution may
have larger mean and mean-squared distance
summary than its finer version whereas the Haus-
dorff distances for both levels are the same, as
depicted in Fig. 13.

Furthermore, while the mean and mean-squared
surface distances work successfully in measuring the
quality of simplified meshes, they are not defined
within meaningful or unified numerical ranges. The
numerical values of the measured distances depend
on particular coordinate grids that the mesh vertices
lie on, and hence may drastically vary between
meshes even in the same 3D scene or when the
coordinate system is simply scaled. For example, the
measured root-mean-square distance Erms ¼ 0:36 in
Fig. 13(c) does not convey any information about
how much the mesh quality is degraded from its full
resolution. To overcome this inconvenience for 3D
applications which essentially deal with visualization,
we define a PSNR-like metric for the multi-resolution
mesh using the mean square distance summary. For
a mesh with multiple resolutions fMigi¼0;...;L, where
M0 is the base mesh and ML is the full resolution, we
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define the quality of mesh Mi as

PSNRm920 log10
EmaxðM0;MLÞ

ErmsðMi;MLÞ
(dB), (13)
Fig. 14. Measured PSNRm values for five r
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importantly, as shown in the paper, PSNRm provides
meaningful and approximately unified numerical
values that well match human’s subjective experience
of using PSNR in imaging. Fig. 14 presents another
example, where five resolutions are generated from
the TRICERATOPS model. One can see that the
measured PSNRm values meaningfully reflect the
perceived difference of the resolutions compared to
the full-resolution mesh.

Appendix B. Connectivity versus geometry

Connectivity and geometry information have
different impacts on decoding multi-resolution
meshes. Missing connectivity information stops the
decoding process because the vertex-split process is
not able to continue without knowing cut-edges;
missing geometric data does not prevent the decoder
from proceeding to the next level since the decoder
can keep refining the topology using connectivity
information with predicted vertex positions. For
better understanding on this procedure, one may
refer to [16,21] for further details.

An intuition resulting from the above description
is that connectivity is more important than geome-
try. Nonetheless, it is observed in our experiments
that, because of error propagation, decoding con-
nectivity without refining geometry tends to amplify
the geometric error and results in quality degrada-
tion instead of higher resolution. From a visualiza-
tion point of view, it implies that both connectivity
and geometry are crucial in preserving the quality.
This conclusion has been utilized in the paper for
designing the transmission mechanism. As a sup-
port, several results from our tests are presented in
this section.

Fig. 15 gives an example of decoding the five
resolutions of the TRICERATOPS model. In Fig. 15(a),
the base mesh with 692 faces and the decoded level
with all faces added without geometric data are
presented. One can see that the perceptual distor-
tion of the latter model is substantially large
compared with the base mesh even though it has
the fully recovered topology. Note that the visual
difference is also properly reflected by the PSNRm

values.
Fig. 15(b) presents more results for different

decoding patterns using the PSNRm metric. Each
dashed line in Fig. 15(b) denotes a decoding path
with a certain number of connectivity batches,
noted as C ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . . in the plot. For example,
the line marked with C ¼ 0 in Fig. 15(b) is
horizontal because there is no connectivity informa-
tion decoded, in which case all the geometry batches
are also not decodable. On the other hand, the
points that align vertically in the plot correspond to
a decoding path with the same number of geometry
batches and various connectivity. The base mesh in
Fig. 15(a), for example, corresponds to the highest
point on the Y-axis in the plot, while the lowest
point on the Y-axis corresponds to the mesh with
full connectivity as also shown in Fig. 15(a).
Fig. 15(c) provides a three-dimensional perspective
for the same results. The points on the diagonal of
the mesh plot correspond to those on the envelope
in Fig. 15(b), which have equal numbers of
connectivity and geometry levels decoded. Con-
formably, such a point has either higher quality
than the points that are on the same line with it in
the X-dimension (same Y, larger X), or smaller data
set compared with the points that horizontally
connect to them in the Y-dimension (same X, larger
Y). Similar results for the test models used in the
paper are also obtained, which are presented in
Fig. 16. All the results confirm that highest PSNRm

values are achieved by equally decoding connectiv-
ity and geometry.
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